
Walt Whitman's Lists

Reading Whitman's Son!!. ofMyself, you might begin to think that a single word-"and"-is

the key to writing an expansive, ambitious poem. This ubiquitous "and" reminds us that

much of Son!!. C!fMyseffis, essentially, a list: a list of qualities that Whitman is and is not

("tenacious, acquisitive, tireless"), a list ofwhat he is doing ("I celebrate myself.. .I loafe.. .I

assume"), a list of things that he has seen ("the pure contralto...the duck shooter...the

quadroon girl. ..the machinist"), and, importantly, a list of questions ("Have you felt so

proud to get at the meaning of poems? ..Who need be afraid of the merge? ..How is it 1

extract strength from the beefI eat?"). All ofwhich prompt a question: How does a list

become a poem? Is any list-of groceries, things to do, people you have dated--a poem or a

potential poem?

On one level, all poems are lists (or, perhaps most interestingly, incomplete lists).

There are some simple kinds of listing that we can say are characteristic ofpoems, such as

repetition: "Nothing nothing nothing nothing nothing," to borrow a line from Shakespeare.

Or a line that reads "A fish, a bird, a dog, a cat, a snake." Lists get more complicated when

you introduce lines, of course, since a new range offormal choice is introduced. For example,

you could have a five line poem that listed five things, each on its own line: "A fish, who lives

upon the ocean floor;/ a bird, who find a home in distant sky;! a dog who likes to sit beside

the hearth;! a cat, who likes to curl up on your lap;/ a snake who swims for hours in the lake."

This is a fairly simple intersection of list and line since each line "lists" an animal and a

quality about where that animal lives, with the result that each animal is given equal

attetntion, To complicate things, though, we can begin to change the length of description
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